Grant for one moment that it is true that there is a peculiar hereditary tendency to tuberculosis, and I would ask, What useful end does it serve in helping us to get rid of tuberculosis ? I know of none. If it be true that nmany of us are protected-and I think it probable that, to some extent, we are protected-from a second attack of tuberculosis because we have already had that disease, of what use is that belief when we seek for weapons with which to fight a pest which kills about 50,000 people every year in England and Wales?
Better far, in my judgment, is it to leave these theories for use in mere academic discussions, and for research workers who may show us good in them. But for present-day needs it is, I venture to say, our duty to drive home to our people what we know is true, and to impress upon them that tuberculosis is a curse which falls on man to the extent it now does only because he does not use to the full the help which medical science to-day offers. In the last thirty years the death-rate from tuberculosis has fallen from 25 to 10 in every 10,000 of the population. In very great measure we know how this has been done; but I have not vet heard of any useful contribution to that work which has come out of the theory that there is a peculiar heredity connected with the incidence of tuberculosis among men.
Mr. GEO. P. MIUDGE 1 (London Hospital Medical College) said that in opening the discussion there was one point he would specially like to ernphasize, and it was that, sooner or later, he supposed, circumstances would compel medical mlien to approach the study of human inheritance seriously. When they did that, the first question which they must necessarily ask of themselves was: which method would they ernploy? At the present timie there were two Schools of Thought and of Method; and the medical profession, in accepting one of them, must inevitably reject the other. One of these was the School of the Ancestrians, or, as they preferred to be known, the Biometricians; the other School was the Mendelian. The fornmer largely based their methods and results on the conception of continuous variations-i.e., they believed that new species arose by the piling up in successive generations of what were termed continuous or fluctuating variations. This was nowhere more emphasized than in Professor Karl Pearson's work on the Shirley poppies, and it showed that Biometricians placed the greatest importance upon this conception of the evolution of species. The Mendelian School, on the other hand, took a different standpoint. While not refusing to recognize that Iuctuating variations existed and plaved a certain part in the phenomena of living organisms, they did not think they played an important or a large part in the evolution of species. On the other hand, they contended that the evidence justified them in believing that species had been evolved bv the sudden origin of new characters. There was a prevalent idea abroad, and nowhere more manifest than in the Biometrical School, that necessarily these mutations or " sports" must be variations of large moment. This is not the Mendelian conception at all. A mutation might be of quite small moment, almiiost as small as the smallest fluctuating variation. Their contention is that a mutation, once having arisen, would breed true; and, so long as it did this, it might be either of large or of small moment. Fluctuating variations, however, did not breed true.
With regard to the methods, the Biometrician collected his material as best he could; his object was to get masses. That was emphasized bv Professor Pearson's appeal to the meeting last time: "Pedigrees, more pedigrees." Having got these masses, the Biometricians proceeded to make the best of them, and he (Mr. Mudge) proposed to show how far they had succeeded and how far they had failed in their purpose. On the other hand, the Mendelian did not care much for masses as such, but he did care that he should have individual cases carefully studied and rigorously analysed. Having obtained a large number of clear analytical results, they could deal quite trustworthily with the masses thus obtained.
Turning now to the question of achievements, what had the two Schools done ? The Biometrical School had been in existence a long time, but the Mendelian School had its birth only eight years ago. Already the Mendelians had practically revolutionized the possibilities of agriculture and cattle breeding. Taking the case of wheat, the agriculturist sought in one plant the characters of resistance to rust, large ears, strength of quality and capacity to ripen early. Until the Mendelian came this was not possible, but it will now be possible to combine these qualities by appropriate crossing and to obtain a stable race. What result to compare with that could the Biometricians show? He would mention another Mendelian accomplishmient which was of great importance to imedical men. Was there anything yet achieved in the Biometrical guild which would justify a medical man, in regard to the subject of m-narriage, advising his patient, as an individual, what he should do in certain given circumstances ? He believed Professor Pearson would not be able to adduce a single such instance. But it was otherwise with the Mendelian, and if he had succeeded in respect to one character, he was later going to succeed with others: it gave an indication of what is possible. Taking the case of brachydactyly, which had been investigated in the hunman subject by Dr. Drinkwater and by Mr. Farabee, a medical man could now confidently advise a patient in respect to it. Supposing a normal individual, who had the normal fingers, but one each of his parents and grandparents had been brachydactylous, came to a medical man and, explaining the circumstances, said he wished to know whether, if he married a normal person, any of his offspring would manifest the abnormal condition, what would the medical man be justified in predicting? There is always a certain amount of danger in making too confident a statement, but from the evidence one felt quite justified in predicting that the whole of the offspring from that person would be quite normal: that once the brachydactylous condition had disappeared it would not reappear. The Mendelian recessive would breed true. This was an instance of what could be done in practical life as the outcome of Mendelian work.
He would come now to the question of human albinism. Professor Pearson described the case of a normal woman who married two unrelated husbands, and in the offspring of both albinos had appeared. The Professor then went on to calculate the probability of the Mendelian explanation being correct. The Mendelian explanation is that this woman and both the husbands must be carrying albinism recessive. Professor Pearson said that if one knew the number of albinos in the country where this case occurred, they could calculate the probability of the woman meeting two husbands in succession in whom albinism was also recessive: he showed it, by the Theory of Probability, to be something very remote. The validity of that judgment wholly depended upon the geographical circumstances of the case; it depended on where the case occurred, and where the individuals in question came from. He hoped Professor Pearson would tell the meeting where they came from. [Professor PEARSON: Glasgow; two of them (the wife and one husband) were in Glasgow for generations, and one (the other husband) came from the Highlands.] This, at first, seemued to be against the Mendelian interpretation, since it occurred, not in a remote village where cousinship marriages are common, but in a large city; but it really is not so. He knew various villages and towns at different points along the whole west coast of Scotland as far as Portree in Skye, and albinism is fairly common in this region compared with its frequency elsewhere. He had several pedigrees which he had collected, though they were not comiplete. Glasgow was naturally largely recruited from this west coast, and when one remiiembered that for every albino which occurred in this region there must be twice that number, and probably mliore, having albinism recessive, and that endogamy-miarriage within a village -was, and still is, very comlmion, so that cousins are very numerous, and that albinism is scattered over the region, the fact is not very startling. Recessive albinism on a relatively large scale must have been carried into Glasgow and Edinburgh for generations past. In fact, Professor Pearson's case is just what the Mendelian would have been led to predict, and it is very kind of hilm to thus confirm the Mendelian's prediction. And whereas the Biomuetric law of Ancestral Inheritance will not explain this case, he subllmitted that Mendelism is a very good explanation.
Professor Pearson has said there is every grade of albinism; now two conceptions hinged on so-called partial albinismii. The Professor did not say what was the significance of these grades with regard to Mendelism: he left them-l to say for themuselves, or to judge of it from his previously published works. Taking the Shirley poppy papers, where the author figured a large number of poppy petals, white at one end of the series and scarlet at the other, with every existing intermediate stage in between, Professor Pearson contended that the stages occurred without a break, and seemed to infer that it was a case of continuous variation. So judging by analogy, the albino appeared to be regarded by the Biometrician as the last stage in a graded series of reductions of pigmentation. He would be glad to know if Professor Pearson still accepted this conception. [Professor PEARSON said Mr. Mudge was not right, but he would not interrupt himii.] Then the only alternative remaining to Professor Pearson is to accept the other conception-i.e., that the varying degrees of piginentation had come by separate mutations. If Professor Pearson accepted the mutational conception, the Mendelian School could congratulate itself upon having miiade a very renowned convert. But perhaps he did not wish to say just now which conception he preferred. [Professor PEARSON: Will Mr. Mudge define an albino?] An albino is an organism in which there is complete absence of pigmentation other than the blood and bile pigments. Perhaps Professor Pearson would now answer his question as to which conception of the nature of intermediates he accepted. [Professor PEARSON said he did not at all necessarily regard the degrees of pigmentation as stages through which the albino passed in the course of evolution. What he said was that it was very difficult in a given individual to say whether it was or was not a complete albino.] Mr. Mudge, continuing, said that even then he did not see whly Professor Pearson persistently emphasized the existence of " all possible grades," and in such a controversy it is very desirable to nail one's colours to the miiast. The Mendelian is prepared to do so, and to say that the evidence justifies us in tentatively believing that the albino came out of a wholly pigmented stock as a sudden sport or mnutation, and that it had not passed through these graded stages. If Professor Pearson has now abandoned this latter conception of passage through graded stages then he had come over into the Mendelian camp.
He would pass on to consider the nature of this partial albinism, as the Professor called it. He (Mr. Mudge) took exception to the teriui " partial albinismii." He did not regard the partially pigmented individuals as albinos at all; they have nothing to do with albinism; they are simply pigrnented individuals in whom the arnount of pigment has been reduced. In the lower formis of life there are perfectly stable and normal types in which the pigmnent is reduced: rabbits, guinea-pigs, rats, and m-ice. And, on the one hand, there are individuals that are wholly pigmenited at one extreme of the scale, and at the other there are coniplete albinos. Were they dealing with cases of the samle stable and normal nature in human so-called partial albinos ? He thought it probable that they' were not. There are three biological considerations which he did not think Professor Pearson had given sufficient attention to with regard to humnan albinos. First, that of arrested developmllent, such as, in other directions, is indicated by hypospadias and imperfectly descended testicles. When certain of the lower animals, such as rats, mice, guinea-pigs and rabbits are born, they have an inconmplete condition with regard to pigmiientation; the eyes are pigmnented, but the skin is pigmentless. If we supposed somle of them failed to develop pigmiient in their skin they would grow up albinos with regard to their bodies, but have pigmented eyes. They would then be called partial albinos. That is what is seen in many so-called partial humlan albinos, but they are not albinos of any degree; there is somilething abnormal about them-l. The frequent association of these types with nervous disorders suggests they may be even pathological. Many huiman babies have, at birth, blue eyes and fair hair, but later a large number of themii have brown pigment in their eyes, and their hair becomies dark. But if we supposed the baby stopped short at the earlier condition it would not be a case of albinism, nor even of a partiallv pigmented organism, but an arrest of normal development of pigmentation. Among lower forms a similar change of colour occurs after infancy. As a personal observation, he (Mr. Mudge) can testify that grey rats, a short time after birth, are black and not grey. The grey colour carme later, shortly after the hairs appeared. Mr. C. C. Hurst has observed the same thing with grey rabbits. Should something inhibit the second stage, these animiials would appear black, and yet be potentially grey. He once had in his possession (December, 1905) an axolotl which would have been called a partial albino, and it manifested some of the phenonmena shown by humlan partial albinos, for it became more extensively pigmented as time advanced. It was quite white, with the exception of the black e-eballs. At the end of four weeks after it was first purchased, the dorsal surface of its external gills developed a small amount of dark pigment. Within the next few weeks this increased in quantity, and the dorsal surface of the head and of the front end of the trunk began to be darkly pigmented. The animal died at the end of the eighth week, but it is possible, had it lived, that it would have become wholly pigmnented. This increased pigmnentation cannot be explained by increased illumination, for it was kept in a badly-lighted part of the laboratory. Such an individual cannot be regarded as an albino, nor eveni as a stable type of reduced pigmentation analogous to a piebald rat. It is best described, though not explained, as a case of temporarily arrested developmiient. It is very similar to many of the cases of human partial albinos. That seemed to him might be the case with regard to some or all of the intermediate grades of albinisml in man with which Professor Pearson dealt. In a large number of cases of partial human albinism, Nwheni the individuals were born they were much less piginented than afterwards, when pigment later developed in eyes, hair and skin, but they never became normal, though in one or two cases they approached normiiality. They could not be considered stable products, but as individuals in whom development had suffered arrest. And conversely it is known that pigmented individuals might, at some period of their lives, lose solmie of their pigment, producing what was admittedly a pathological condition called leucoderma; piebald people with colourless patches over their bodies were examples. These people, too, have been called partial albinos. Professor Osler had told him that such people were very common in America among the negroes. But they were not comnparable with the stable varieties of parti-coloured organisms.
In lower forms there is no correlation between reduced pigmentation (stable piebald forms) and nervous instability. But in man this appears 1Mudge: Heredity a,nd Disease frequently to be the case. So if Professor Pearson bases his views upon these cases of humiian partial albinos and he regards them as stable natural products, he is probably going along a wrong line of thought.
But even if we choose to regard these human partial albinos as stable and normal types (and it is conceivable that such may exist even in Man, though their existence is not yet demonstrated), they are in no way inconsistent with or fatal to the Mendelian principles. As stable and normal types, only two conceptions of them are possible. Either they are fluctuating variations and represent the stages through which the complete albino has been evolved from a pigmented stock-they are the steps of the evolutionary staircase, down which the albino has passed-or they are discontinuous variations, and each grade represents a distinct mutation, which breeds true to itself within the limits of its individual variation. Professor Pearson has declined to nail his colours to the first of these conceptions-the one upon which his past work has been largely based-and if he accepts the latter, then he has passed the frontier, and is already in the Mendelian School as a convert from the other. He (Mr. Mudge) did not know of any evidence that partial albinismll in man had arisen as a mutation; but in the lower animals, and in plants, there are some very remarkable cases of mutations in diverse characters. There is the one which Professor Bateson pointed out at the British Association in 1904. It is in connexion with the sweetpea flower. From the pea to miian is a far cry, but he (Mr. Mudge) would endeavour to show what relation lower forms generally bore to m-lan. Among sweet-pea plants there are, at one end of the scale, a purple-flowered one, and at the other end an albino-flowered one. Between these two extreme types are a number of different shades of colours which form a graded series. The idea of the Bionmetrical School with regard to these, judging by the "Poppy " paper, is that they are continuous variations, indicating the stages through which the albinismii arose by a series of successive reductions in the course of its evolution from the purple-pigmented flower. But there happens to be a history of these coloured races of peas, and it is very instructive to both biologists and medical miien. It is known that the white flower arose long before any of the intermediate grades, and it ilmust, therefore, have arisen as a " sport " or mutation from a purple parent. The intermediate grades were subsequently and independently evolved. So the idea of continuous variation and the evolution of new races by breeding from the most extreme of these fluctuating variations, in each generation, is not justified by the facts. If that were so in plants there is no reason for supposing that, when full evidence is obtained, it would be otherwise in imian. There is no adequate reason to believe that the processes of Nature are different for man than for lower forms of life. To take another case of a mutation the history of which is known. It is recorded that a dwarf bean plant' about 1 ft. high suddenly arose from a tall bean L)lant which is about 6 ft. high. As an example of a rather more complex mlutation there is the case among animals which Darwin alluded to-i.e., the Ancon race of sheep which is now no longer bred. It was characterized by a very long body and short legs. This race arose from a single imiutant ram lamb in 1791, which took its origin out of normal parents. A few years later (1828), in France, another mutation, also among sheep, occurred. The ordinary hair of sheep is fairly short and very wavy. From a pair of ordinary parents having inerino wool of this sort there arose a ranm lamb whose hair was verv long and straight, imiuch smiioother, and silky to the touch. These three mutations arose simultaneously, and they were all of small momllent. They were not preceded by any intermediate conditions. In this case the same mutant individual simultaneously manifested other mutations -i.e., a small stature, large head, long neck, narrow chest, smooth horns. The existence of such mutations as these shakes the basis upon which Biometry has been reared. Every exaimiple of a mutation which occurs in Nature is a brick in the edifice of Mendelism and is a clod of earth dug out of the grave that is preparing for the Biometrician. Coming to mnan, one saw similar remarkable mutations, and mlledical men will recall examples of cleft palate, hare-lip, iicrocephalic idiots, club-foot, haemophvlia, and alkaptonuria. The histories of these are not recorded; it is only known that they have arisen. But there is good ground for believing that they are of the same nature as those he had mentioned in lower aninmals. This indicates sonmething of the profound importance which a study of lower fornms possesses for the medical man. He would give one more case of a mlutation, because it is one which has bred true for a large nulmber of generations. All the tabby cats in London could be put into two groups: one with a generally single line running down the imiiddle of the back, and stripes passing off vertically outwards over the side. This may be called the striped tabby. In the other group there are usually three stripes down the middle, and the lateral stripes pass off obliquely backwards, the miain ones being thrown I Phaseolus litntatuts. into characteristic and more or less looped curves. This is named by Mr. Reginald Pocock the blotched tabby. A photograph of each of these types is shown in figs. 1 and 2.
There is something to occupy Professor Pearson's spare moments. The Biometricians might be usefully employed in seeking to find intermediate stages between these two types of tabby cats. Yet they had been breeding promiscuously together in London ever since the sixteenth centurv. Not only is this a case of mutaticn, but-what is more important in the present controversy-there is perfectly clear
The striped tabby. (From the Pr oc. Zool. Soc., 1907.) and incontrovertible evidence of segregation and of gamnetic purity. The tabby cats give a clear case for Mlendelisnm, which is based upon two fundamental conceptions: (1) segregation of alternative characters in the gametes; that is, they do not blend but renmain quite distinct;
(2) and gametic puritythat is, the two alternative characters are carried in different sex-cells of the individual. Segregation alone would not enable us to explain the facts of this case. There ilmust be gametic purity as well. He invited Professor Pearson and his disciples to carefully consider the case of the tabby cats, how they segregated and carried pure gametes. [Professor PEARSON: Have you the ratio of the two types of tabby cats to the whole number?] Mr. Mudge: No. My statement is based upon Mr. Reginald Pocock's observations as described in his paper,1 and no breeding experirnents have yet been undertaken.
But ratios are not at all necessary to demonstrate segregation and gametic purity. I am concerned now in calling attention to the existence of these phenomena and to the fact that since no intermediates exist the two types of tabby markings Illust be regarded as having arisen
The blotched tabby. Soc., 1907.) by mutation. If Professor Pearson has an alternative theory which will explain this case of the tabby cat, everyone will be delighted to hear it. Brachydactyly, again, presents no intermediate stages; it is a human mzutation and follows the Mendelian processes of inheritance.
He next wished to consider the biometric methods as far as they can be legitimately judged by their results. He was not prepared to pass a verdict upon biometric methods by an examination of the methods Proc. Zool. Soc., 1907. themiiselves. But that is not necessary; the results are sufficient, for if these are erroneous, the miethods cannot be right ones. Professor Pearson has said that the albino pedigrees which he possesses fail utterly to support Mendelism. Such statements with regard to Mendelismll have been uttered by Professor Pearson before on more than one occasion. But subsequent investigation has never confirmlled themii, and it i's highly probable that future research will equally fail to corroborate this present utterance. He (Mr. Mudge) proposed to consider some of these past utterances. He would not mlisquote the Professor, and he would read his exact words from an article dealing with eye-colour in miian. In Biometerica, ii, p. 213, Professor Pearson wrote 1: " No single colour breeds true to itself," and again on p. '215, "nor again do we find that two black-eyed human beings, nor two blue-eyed human beings, mated together give any sign of the dominance of one -or other of these extremes." Then the Professor gave, on pp. 214 and 215, what he supposed was intended to be the scorpion's sting and the fatal thrust: "Nothing corresponding to Mendel's principles appears in these char-acterS 2 for horses, dogs or men." These were perfectly definite statements, from which Professor Pearson could not escape. But it so happened that eye-colour in m-lan has been subsequently investigated; in England by Mr. Hurst, and in America by Professor Davenport; and he (Mr. Mudge) had brought somne of Mr. Hurst's tables (Tables I to III, pp. 128 to 130) to show the results and conclusions of their work. Taking the first statement, that no single colour breeds true to itself, he showed the result of Hurst's investigation of the inhabitants of a Leicestershire village. There are two groups of eye-colours. One group contains all the eyes which are more or less dark, and which possesses brown and yellow pigment, which Hurst calls "Duplex." The second group contains all the pure blue eyes-i.e., those without visible yellow or brown pigmuent, and which he calls " Simplex." In the Simplex eye the pigments3 which produces blue colour is contained at the back of the iris; in the Duplex the blue pigment is also present, but in addition there are brown and yellow pigments in the front of the iris. And the general result of this investigation sliovws that the Duplex eyes are dominant over the Simplex. It therefore follows as a log,ical corollary, from the Mendelian standpoint, that the blue eyes, once they are separated out, should breed true, and there should not be any brown eyes in their progeny. In ' "The Law of Ancestral Heredity," Bionzetrica, 1902-03, ii, p. 211. Coat-colour in horses and dogs and eye-colour in men. It is really a purple pigment, but appears blue when seen through the tissues of the iris. that village there were 101 children as a result of Simplex and Simplex imatings (Table I) , and all showed the Simnplex eyes-i.e., with blue irides. So, on that very definite and comnprehensive statement of his, Professor Pearson was unconfirmed by the facts of this case. But care must be taken that the blue eyes chosen are actually blue eyes, because some supposedly blue eyes are not so in fact, as they contain a small quantity of visible brown pigment in front of the iris, which may be very easily overlooked. Mr. Hurst calls attention to this point in his paper. Professor Davenport, at the same time in America, independently corroborated this result, and showed that the recessive blue character mated to the blue bred true. If we turn next to the dark-eyed character, we find that Mr. Hurst's results show that if an impure dominant is takeni.e., one which carries the Simiplex character recessive, and it is mated with a recessive, one expects, in accordance with Mendelian principles, to get an equal nulmiber of dark-eyed people with the blue-eyed p)eople. The table (IIIb) exhibited shows that they are approximatelv equal. The expectation is 129: 129. The actual result is 121 :137. If the dominant parent were a pure dominant (did not carry Simplex recessive) then all the offspring is expected to be Duplex. Table IIIa shows an offspring of this type, and effectually controverts Professor Pearson's statement that no eye-colour is donminant. If one took two dark-eyed parents, the dark-eyed condition being dominant, further comnplexities are introduced. These complexities arise from the fact that three kinds of matings are possible between dark-eyed parents. If D stands for the dominant character (dark-eyed condition), and R for the recessive or blue-eyed condition, we can symbolically represent these three matings and their results as follows Pareints Nature of expected offspring (1) DD x DD = All DD
(2) DD x DR = 1 DD + 1 DR = all visibly D (3) DR x DR --1 DD + 2 DR + 1 RR = 3 visibly D + 1 R So far, therefore, as Xisible characters are concerned, we expect one of two results in the offspring of two dark-eyed parents. Either all the children will be dark-eyed (1 and 2) or some will be dark-eyed and others blue-eyed, and the former should be in a large majority (3). The Tables (IIa and IIb and IIIa and IIIb) which are exhibited, and w hich are copied from Mr. Hurst's Royal Society's paper, show the result of these different matings. Table IIa shows the offspring of marriages which illustrate matings of types 1 and 2, where the offspring are all duplex-eyed. Table lIb gives the mixed offspring arising from marriages of the third type of mating; and here the Mendelian expectation in nearest round numbers is sixteen Simplex, forty-seven Duplex. The result is 18: 45 respectively.
Hurst's results, therefore-and the same may be said of Davenport's results-come out in accordance with the Mendelian explanations, not only qualitatively but quantitatively. This, it seems to me, effectually disposes of the statements in Biometrica regarding eye-colour in man. And this consideration introduces a very serious question for Biometry, because if that system, with all its putative refinement of analysis, gives such misleading, and even false, conclusions, the sooner it is discarded for something more appropriate to the conditions of biological problems the better it will prove for the advance of medical knowledge. But Professor Pearson has made a precisely similar statement regarding the transmission of coat-colour in horses. He (Mr. Mudge) would again quote froml the same work1: " It is the same with every coat-colour taken. Its relative constancy depends largely on the extent to which it has appeared in the ancestry, and one by one black, bay, chestnut, grey must be dismissed by the Mendelian as neither 'recessive' nor 'dominant,' but as malking permanent and incorrigible mongrels." " It is just worth reiterating that nothing corresponding to Mendelian principles alppears in eyeand coatcolour for horses, dogs and men."
Once more an appeal to facts lends no support to Professor Pearson's statement. It is a point of somiie interest and significance to note that in regard to eye-colour in man, the Mendelians had a different set of data from those which were the basis of Professor Pearson's conclusions, but in regard to hoi.3es the same data were used, so that any difference in the conclusions arrived at depend not upon the mnaterial used but upon the validity and accuracy of the inethods of analysis employed. This case is, therefore, a test of the accuracy of the two Schools of Method. Let us turn to the facts. Hurst found there is a colour which breeds true to itself, and this colour is chestnut ; for he found that chestnut is recessive to bay and brown, and when extracted from brown or bay parents, and is miiated with chestnut, only chestnut offspring result.
Hurst has produced, from Racing Calendars and Stud Books, 1,104 cases of chestnut foals which have been born from chestnut parents, but it is only fair to sav that there are nine exceptions. When these are carefully examained, however, it is found that they are due to I Bioinetrica, 1902-3, ii, pp. 214-215. Royal Society of Miedicine want of care in the pedigrees which are kept by the horse-breeders, and the breeders have admiltted that they alter their records, both in the Racing Calendars and in theil Stud BIooks. It is known, with regard to somne of these exceptions, that horses which are really chestnut and were so entered in one book were in the other book described as bay or brown. Thus those nine exceptions are of no significance. Mr. Hurst further showed that when the bays and browns are crossed with chestnuts two results are obtained: either all the offspring are bays and browns or 50 per cent. are chestnuts and 50 per cent. bays and browns, chestnut being recessive to bay and brown. This result is precisely what the Mendelian predicts-i.e., that the individuals miianifesting the dominant character will be one of two things: either pure dominants or impure dominants carrying chestnut recessive. In this latter case, when bred with chestnuts, they will give 50 per cent. chestnuts; and in the former case none. In view of these results in humiian eye-colour and in coat-colotur in horses, he asked the miieeting to accept with considerable reservation the statemiient of Professor Pearson that there is nothing in the pedigrees of huiman albinos to give support to the Mendelian theory. For it is quite certain, judging by past results, that they ilmay be wholly Mendelian in their maanifestations and yet, owing to the inapplicability and crudeness of Professor Pearson's nmethods, they would not be revealed as such. He asked for a suspension of acceptance of Professor Pearson's statemiients until the Mendelians had further investigated the question and had a fuller opportunity of analysing Professor Pearson's records.
He (Mr. Mudge) would not, howverer, be satisfied with the position already reached if he could be allowed to very briefly refer to a case of albinism aiilong negroes given by Mr. Farabee. As far as the author had given an account of the matter, it appeared that the grandm-lother was a nornal negress, the grandfather an albino negro. Their offspring consisted of three fully pigmented negroes. Two of themii miiarried normal negresses, and had all black offspring. But one twice mllarried, and in each case his wife was a norm-ial negress (fig. 3 ). It is a case, in fact, very similar to the Glasgow one of 1Professor Pearson, and his case should be read in the lig,ht of the facts of this oine. By eaclh of these two wives he had som-le albino children. Wlhat is the Mendelian expectation in this case ? Clearly, this husbanid miust himliself have carried albinism recessive; we know this from his parentage, and his two wives, it must be assumed, also calried albinism recessive. Now what is the justification for this assumption ? It is twofold. Mudg,e: Heredity anid Disease Careful experimental observation on anim-lals and plants hais shown us conclusively that albinos can only appear in an offspring frolml pigmented p)arents when both of thelmi carry albinisin recessive. In this case we know, as a, matter of fact, that one of the coloured parents mnust have carried it, because it caine in with his parentage, and in the light of observed facts we are justified in deducing its existence in the other. In the second place, it has already been t)ointed out that for every albino seen there ilmust exist twice or mlore that numlber of individuals carrying lbinisml recessive. For it inust be iereimebered that visible albinism in one individual is the expression of recessive albinismn in two parents, and that fromii such L)arents, for everv albino child born to them-l there will, on the average, be born to tlhem also two in which it is not patent, but recessive and invisible. Tllherefore, in any coiiiimunity containing albinos there miiust exist tw;ice thalt numilbere of individuals with recessive albinislml. Now, what are the facts of population with regard to Farabee's case ? Farabee tells us that in addition to the particular Mr. Farabee's case of albilnism in iiegroms. The sex and age of the children of the presenlt geineration are niot stated. Solid black symbols represent the niorimial or pigmiented negroes, and the rin-ged symbols the albinos. albinos which we are now considering, " there are others in the vicinity." In this locality1 there are a nuliiber of albinos, and it is therefore highly probable-indeed, almost cerltain that there exists twice that numlber of coloured individuals with albinism recessive. The assumption, therefore, is not only warranted by the facts, but we are almost left with no alternative but to imiake it. The considerations which he (Mr. Mudge) urged for this case, he would also urge as being applicable to the Glasgrow case cited by Professor Pear son. The probability which Professor Pearson calculates as remiiote is not so, but is highly immlninent. The processes of life are too complex and too subtle to be effectually dealt oi C ollha County, Mississippi. with by the crude massing of biometrical methods, or by a" Probability" formula. Living gametes and living zygotes are not dead marbles shaken up to a uniform distribution in an equally dead bag.
With regard to the quantitative result in this case, what is the Mendelian expectation with respect to the offspring of the negro who married twice? There is a total offspring of fifteen. In nearest round numbers, the expectation is eleven pigmented individuals and four albinos. The actual result is eleven pigmented and four albino individuals. Mendelian expectation and result are thus coincident for albinism in man, as they are for similar cases in lower animals and plants. There is in this case, as in eye-colour for man, clear evidence of segregation and gametic purity.
He (Mr. Mudge) would now like to describe another case of the segregation of normal human characters. This case has not yet been fully published, and it deals with the offspring resulting when two (listinct races are crossed. He is at present collecting further information with regard to these crosses. The races of mankind now under consideration are Europeans and the Red Indians of North America. He would for present purposes only describe one case ( fig. 4 ). It is that of an old Hudson Bay factor, a Scotchman, whose hair was said to have been fair,' eyes blue and complexion fair. He married a full-blood Indian woman, with Indian black hair, Indian black eyes and Indian olive coinplexion. There were two children by the marriage-a son and a daughter. Both of these were Indian with regard not only to the three characters now under consideration, but in other facial features too. The son, however, was rather a lighter shade of olive in complexion than the daughter. The half-breed son inarried a full-blood Indian woman and had four children-a son, a daughter, and two babies whose sex were not ascertained. The son and daughter were Indian in all three characters-i.e., hair-colour, eye-colour, and complexion.
The marriage that interests us most is that of the half-breed daughter with a Welshman. He had dark brown hair, hazel eyes, and fair complexion. In connexion with his characters it must be remembered that hazel (" Duplex ") eyes can carry blue (" Simplex ") recessive, and Mr. Hurst tells me that he has evidence that dark-haired individuals can carry the light-haired character recessive. If this Welshman is a heterozygote (an impure dark European, carrying lighter features recessive) then, bearing in mind that his half-breed Indian wife is the It is now white through age. The person is over ninety years of age. daughter of a fair-haired, blue-eyed, fair-complexioned Scotchman, it is expected, on Mendelian principles, that the blue eyes, fair complexion, and light hair shall reappear in his offspring. And the pedigree shows that it does actually reappear in the F2 generation among the Welshman's Ghildren, for of the eight children, two (Nos. 1 and 6)-a son and a daughter-have fair hair, blue eyes, and fair complexion. It would be difficult to conceive of a clearer case of segregation and gametic purity than this. It is impossible to confound the three extremely fair European facial traits which we are now considering, and which were iuanifested in the Scotchman and must have been carried, as we know they can be carried, in the type of European exemplified by the Welshman, with the corresponding very dark features of the full-blood and half-breed Indians. The transmission of other facial traits, such as the high cheek-bones of the Indian, does not concern us; but it may be well to mention that both these children (Nos. 1 and 6) exhibited high cheekbones, not so pronounced in No. 6 as in No. 1. These results are entirely Mendelian, and are precisely those which the Mendelian would expect. It should not, however, be thought that the problem as a whole is as simple as it may appear to be from the particular case chosen. The problem is, as a matter of fact, more complex than it appears. It cannot be adequately discussed until we know what pigments and ferments are present in Indian and European skins respectively, and he (Mr. Mudge) is at present endeavouring to obtain pieces of Red Indians' skin for analysis. He would, in conclusion, take one more case. He was indebted to the kindness of Dr. Drinkwater for permission to describe it. It is one of Dr. Drinkwater's hitherto unpublished cases. It is a case of congenital asthma. It is quite Mendelian in that the affected persons transmit the disease and the unaffected do not. It is Mendelian, too, in that some individuals are asthinatic and the others are quite normal. The proportions of asthmatic and normal individuals in the descendants of parents, one of whom in each pair is asthmatic and the other normal, is that predicted by Mendelian principles (fig. 5 ).
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An equal number of each is expected, and if we assume that the original pair (of whom there is no record) consisted of a normal and an abnormal member, then there are ten asthmatic and ten normal descendants. Looking at all these cases and bearing in mnind the considerations which have been urged, Professor Pearson's very comprehensive statement that there is no evidence for Mendelism becomes as incomprehensible as it is unjustified.
Professor Pearson concluded his opening speech by an appeal; he said a wave of inquiry was wanted in the medical profession. With that he (Mr. Mudge) agreed; and when Professor Pearson further said that more pedigrees are required, he also agreed. But he did not agree that, having obtained these pedigrees, they are all that are required. If, for instance, 10,000 pedigrees of hiemophylia were obtained he did not think they would have attained the full measure of truth until the physiological chemist and the pathologist came to their help. It is necessary to know what are the factors, or absence of factors, which are concerned in the production of hiemophylia. He entirely dissented with the view implied by Professor Pearson that the pedigrees, when obtained, should be passed over to the biometrician for biometrical treatment, and he threw down a challenge to that. School to show that their methods were able to extract not only the best, but even the core of truth, out of the material. He had already shown that Professor Pearson's methods gave false conclusions. There is at present no better method than that of the Mendelian; it is the method of accurate experiment and the analysis of individual cases. Professor Pearson has assured us that Biometry is destined to convert Biology into an exact science and to effect the salvation of biologists from the alleged perdition of theory, hypothesis, random speculation, and vague terminology into which they had drifted before the biometrical angel had outspread her wings and come to earth to guard them and to lead their erring footsteps along a better road. But if one went through the " Grammar of Science," a very modest book which was written by Professor Pearson to give instruction in the elementary principles of Biometry, and read especially pages 437, 446, 451, 458, and 461, one found that the biologist's younger brother's mote was very big, for assumption upon assumption, inference upon inference, and hypothesis upon hypothesis is interwoven and incorporated into the fabric of Biometry. One of these theories is that of Gauss-Laplace, and it is a theory of deviations. This theory constitutes the base of the biomnetrical method of the correlation tables, and these tables constitute the one instrument of inquiry by which the biometrician approaches questions of inheritance. Biologists decline to accept that theory as being legitimately applicable to living organisms. It should also be observed that it, itself a theory, is based upon three hypotheses, neither of which is accepted by biologists as being true of living things.
Biologists can only judge the value of Professor Pearson's mnethods by the results they give. If his results are inconsistent with those obtained by purely biological nmethods, they cannot be accepted. Biometrical methods are based, as already shown, upon assumptions; biological methods are not. They are the methods of observation, of experiment, and of verification. They do not involve, as biometrical methods do, the rejection of beech leaves with too many veins and of those with too few veins. They do not involve the collection of data upon the basis of false premisses, rendering it necessary to pick and choose in compliance with these premisses. Such methods introduce errors that have multiplied and remoter consequences, in addition to the immediate ones, for upon the conclusions deduced from the results of their application other premisses and other, conclusions are later based. The foundation-stone of the biometrical method of the correlation table is unsound, and the superstructure that is being reared upon it cannot endure.
But while biologists cannot judge Professor Pearson's methods upon their intrinsic worth and apart from their results, there are mathematicians who are qualified to do so, and have in fact done so. It is only necessary to recall the heated controversy between Professor Pearson and Professor Kapteyn a few years ago, in reference to some of the methods of Bionietrv, to make it imperative upon biologists and medical men alike to pursue their own problems by the application of their own methods, which have accomplished our present results and which are the best guarantee for the attainments of the future. 
